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Summary

Teppner H. 2014. Once more isoholotype. – Phyton (Horn, Austria) 54(2): 233– 
234.

Definition and reasons for the term isoholotype (for specimens which are parts 
of the same individual as the holotype) proposed in Phyton 53(2): 188 are provided 
in more detail.

Zusammenfassung

Teppner H. 2014. Once more isoholotype. [Noch einmal Isoholotypus]. – Phyton 
(Horn, Austria) 54(2): 233–234.

Definition und Gründe für den Terminus Isoholotypus (für Belege, die Teil des-
selben Individuums wie der Holotypus sind), der in Phyton 53(2): 188 vorgeschlagen 
worden ist, werden detaillierter dargestellt. 

In a paper on Onosma (Teppner & Karl 2013:188), in which we proposed 
the term isoholotype we did not intend to make a too long nomenclatural 
excursus, thus the text of the definition probably proved to be too short.

My principal intention was to provide a term for the special case [of 
“actual” isotypes] that a number of specimens (duplicates) was taken from 
the same plant individual as the holotype; so they would be distinctly sepa-
rated from “ordinary” isotypes collected from a number of different indi-
viduals or of unknown collecting mode. Usually, a respective declaration of 
the collector will be necessary, except for the later divisions (as, for e. g., 
Code Art. 8.3.Ex.5).
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The so-called isoholotypes would represent another quality than that 
what remains isotypes according the Code and this would also have practi-
cal importance: The study of the next available isoholotype makes the efforts 
for reaching the holotype not obligatory. At present, duplicates of the holo-
type are always isotypes, even when they are parts of the holotype-indivi-
dual and even when preserved in the same herbarium as the holotype. If the 
term isoholotype should be accepted, all specimens derived from the same 
individual as the holotype would be apparently declared.

If the origin from one and the same individual as the holotype is the 
most important part of the definition of isoholotypes, then a next step (revo-
lution?) for the definition of isoholotypes should be worth to be considered. 
Could different collection dates be permitted for isoholotypes contrary to 
the Code, Art. 8.2. and Ex.1? This would lead to the possibility for including 
e. g. flowers and fruits in the holotype material, even when not appearing at 
the same time on the plant. In the case of bulbs or corms with only one 
flower or inflorescence, two different seasons would be needed. Otherwise, 
the specimens with different date would be paratypes according to the ac-
tual rules, even when collected from the same individual as the holotype.

If one enters “isoholotype” into the Google database, a low number of c. 
130–150 items is shown (last access on March 1, 2014: 138). The majority of 
the entries are herbarium labels [with comments] from herbarium databa-
ses. Others are references from the literarure. The term is apparently used 
(without indicated definition) in the sense of isotype. Also both terms can 
appear in the same paper for the same specimen (Spooner & al. 1998: 237, 
238).

All this cannot hinder to give the term isoholotype a precise definition 
and to use it henceforth in a restricted sense as defined above.
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